Plug-in and quicker to assemble
Pre-assembled presence and motion detectors

Plug & play in the building sector
The future of connections

Time is money. And that's why quick, safe and simple installation is a real unique selling
point these days. Especially in big projects with large quantities.

Theben assists you here with pre-assembled motion and presence detectors.
As a result, you lower your assembly times and save your customers significant costs.
And the highlight is that they're so easy to assemble that even employees with no training
in electrical installation can do it. It's easy: put it together, snap it in place and you're done.
Benefit from the proven, powerful ThebenHTS detectors with high detection quality, remote
control operation as well as pulse, test and teach-in functions. The detectors also offer powerful tungsten pre-contacts or zero-cross switching: both enable you to connect your LED
lights safely and reliably.

The pre-assembled detectors at a glance
Detector type

Detection area

Circular Ø 8 m
Motion detector
Circular Ø 24 m
Circular Ø 8 m
Presence detector

Circular Ø 24 m
30 x 5 m

Connector type

Type

Item no.

Wieland GST

theMova S360-100 WH GST

1030570

WAGO WINSTA Midi

theMova S360-100 WH WINSTA

1030575

Wieland GST

theMova P360-100 WH GST

1030610

WAGO WINSTA Midi

theMova P360-100 WH WINSTA

1030615

Wieland GST

theRonda S360-100 WH GST*

2080570

WAGO WINSTA Midi

theRonda S360-100 WH WINSTA*

2080575

Wieland GST

theRonda P360-100 WH GST

2080010

WAGO WINSTA Midi

theRonda P360-100 WH WINSTA

2080015

Wieland GST

compact passage GST

2010100

WAGO WINSTA Midi

compact passage WINSTA

2010105
* Available June 2016.

Further information about the products can be found on our website at
www.theben.de/product/Articlenumber

Connected by quality:
The high-quality and high-performance
motion and presence detectors are now
available with pre-assembled connectors from the two premium manufacturers WAGO and Wieland.

theMova S motion detector
theRonda S presence detector
For passageways and offices
With its circular detection area of 8 m,
theMova is the optimum motion detector for
rooms without windows such as toilets, side
rooms and storerooms.
theRonda S presence detector reliably
records movements in office spaces.

theMova P motion detector
theRonda P presence detector
For entrance areas and halls
theMova P motion detector has a
large, circular detection area of up
to 24 m and is therefore the ideal
detector for large and high rooms.
theRonda P presence detector
detects slight movements with
incident daylight in large offices.

compact passage presence detector
For corridors and warehouses
compact passage is the ideal presence detector for warehouse aisles,
hallways and corridors. Thanks to the rectangular 30 x 5 m detection
area, fewer detectors are required to cover each space. The precise
delimitation of the detection area to the adjacent rooms prevents
movements from these spaces also being registered. Constant mixed
light measurement ensures optimum use of incident daylight.
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